
the nation and the brand

and

the nation as a brand











































Which industries do you associate with Germany?

50%
automotive

2%
financial 
services

3%
consumer goods

5%
chemical/
pharmaceutical

10%
electronics

30%
light/heavy
engineering







Which image do you associate with Made In Germany?

negative positive

100 75 50 25 0 25 50 75 100

technical prowess 100%

quality 99%

reliability 94%

engineering 87%

progressive 57%

value for money 17%

emotional 0%



















either an image 
problem... 



…or no image at all.



In the last 15 years
29 new countries







branding the nation



FDI brand export

tourism public diplomacy

nation



tourism





package tours, study 
abroad, backpackers, 
MICE, sporting events, 
adventure holidays, nature 
excursions, hiking and 
skiing, climbing and 
trekking, cultural tourism, 
etc., etc.

not just sun, sea and sand but also…



foreign direct 
investment





holiday homes, research & 
development, industrial 
and commercial real 
estate, banking, insurance, 
retail, exploration and 
development of natural 
resources, call centres, 
skills and knowledge, etc.

not just manufacture but also…



brand export





manufactured goods 
(shoes, apparel), people 
(athletes, professors, 
students), the arts (music, 
literature, painting, dance, 
film), architecture, 
agriculture, raw materials, 
cuisine (restaurants, food), 
etc.

not just food and drink but also…



public diplomacy



public diplomacy
~ ‘soft power’





events, exhibitions, 
cultural institutions, 
festivals, military 
operations, UN votes, 
international treaties, 
trade agreements, sports, 
foreign and domestic 
policies, government 
stability, humanitarianism, 
etc.

not just figureheads but also…



with all this going on how can the 
nation manage its image?

how can it have a strong brand?



helps people understand the nation.
provides a ‘headline’ (or headlines)
for a number of attractive stories.
works for multiple audiences and 
economic sectors (not just tourism).
has emotion—and truth—behind it.

at its best, a national brand:



and is unique.



‘Discover ________’



or would you like to be ‘a land of 
contrasts’?

Quebec
Jamaica
Turkey
Iceland
Brazil
Chile
Papua New Guinea
Mexico
Indonesia
Japan
Australia
Dubai
Portugal
Nicaragua
Latvia
Ecuador
Southeast Crete
Zimbabwe
Eastern Sierra
Kenya
The United States
Guatemala
Bihar (India)

Ethiopia
Bahrain
Nepal
Namibia
Morocco
Tibet
Rajasthan
South Korea
Britain
Brittany
Normandy
Venezuela
Pakistan
San Bernadino County (Calif.)
Murcia (Spain)
Finland
Kosovo
Bhutan
Italy
Norway
Spain
The Pyrenees
Tashkent (Uzbekistan)

Texas (US)
Mozambique
Kansas (US)
Idaho (US)
The Middle East
Urumqi (China)
Iran
Malta
South Africa
Thailand
India
Cornwall (England)
Scotland
Russia
Costa Rica
Tunisia
Israel
Egypt
Alaska
Mali
Northern Sweden
Vietnam
Canada



brand > tourism slogan



‘The essence of Europe’

‘In the heart of Europe’

‘A cool country with a warm heart’

‘A small country with a big heart’

‘The green piece of Europe’

‘Centre of Europe’

Czech Republic 

Estonia

Slovenia

Hungary

Lithuania

Slovakia



brand > logo





getting it right



Spain























SEAT SALSA















getting it right
clarity
emotion
style
authenticity
coordination
and an idea (or themes)



building a national brand



stage 1 – development of the brand:

Timescale: about three months

set up the administration

explore and research

define the brand idea or themes
(and the ways it or they may be modulated
to serve different interests)

gather ideas for articulation and expression

build internal support for the programme



robust, more-than-cosmetic expression

visually – a symbol, colours, image style

verbally – straplines, stories, talking points

experientially – ‘touchpoints’ including environments 
(e.g., arrival halls, embassies, tourism bureaus abroad)

stage 2 – articulation of the brand:

Timescale: another three months



figure out what the main authorities will do to launch the 
brand (including attending to hygiene factors and 
devising brand-centric projects)

establish task forces and brand champions

‘seed’ the brand through training and collaboration

involve as many constituencies as possible 

stage 3 – pre-launch of the brand:

Timescale: about two months



support independent initiatives 

coordinate and influence ‘every’ activity that
bears on the place’s image

search for potential flagship brands

stage 3 – pre-launch (con’t):

Timescale: about two months



launch it

nurture it

monitor it (track the results)

benchmark it

be patient 

stage 4 – launching
and sustaining the brand:

Timescale: ad infinitum



important:
the brand can only be made to 
work by convincing people that
it’s to their advantage to use it.



co-ordination.
support.
involvement.

not arm twisting.



a national brand must belong to 
the citizens.
if it works for them
then it will work.



time scale
20 years plus


